Zevo™
Home Insect Products that are Way Smarter than Bugs

Safe and Powerful Insect Protection
Zevo safe and natural sprays kill insects on contact without the use of questionable chemicals.

Bugs are Terrifyingly Smart...

So smart - I can leave pheromone trails to lead my friends into your home

So smart - I can see and react four times faster than humans

So smart - I can memorize every square inch of your kitchen

...But Zevo is Way Smarter than Bugs
Bio-selective technology in Zevo Sprays and Traps targets the unique biology and behavior of bugs

Nature-inspired actives target nerve receptors active only in bugs, not people or pets.

Dual-spectrum light and body heat attractants lure flying bugs to their doom.
Over 90% of people are concerned with having bugs in their home, but almost an equal amount are concerned with using traditional insecticide sprays*

*Zevo 1Q survey – Feb 2019

Kills Bugs Without Harsh Chemicals

Available at: ZevoInsect.com

Tested & Trusted

Reviewed By

Key Development Partners

Complete Insect Control
Ant, Roach & Fly Multi-Insect Trigger Spray
Flying Insect Trap Starter Kit

P&G Ventures partners with entrepreneurs and inventors to create new brands and businesses.
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